CALOR ON THE WAY FROM A CODE PACKAGE TO AN INTEGRATED CODE
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The code package CALOR, used for prediction of
calorimeter performance, has for decades been a loosely
coupled system of the three stand-alone particle transport
codes HETC; for high-energy meson and hadron
particles, MORSE; for neutrons below 20 MeV, and
EGS4; for electron, positron, muon and photon transport.
These codes are being forged to a unified code, with the
backbone of a single secondary particle bank. Internal
scoring routines are being integrated. Furthermore,
interfaces are being implemented for plugging in other
event generator modules and for plugging in CALOR as a
particle transport engine into other code systems. This
paper will report on the progress of the effort.

I. INTRODUCTION
ORNL has been involved for many years with the
development of high energy radiation transport codes,
both Monte Carlo and deterministically based, that can be
used for a variety of applications including accelerator
shielding, detector analysis and development, and
experimental planning and analysis. The current code
system that is used at ORNL generally for shielding
studies and detector development is the Monte Carlo
based CALOR [1] system. Included in the system are the
HETC [2] code for hadron transport, the EGS4 [3] code
for electromagnetic transport, and the MORSE [4] code
for low energy neutron transport. Associated with these
codes are a variety of support codes and data sets like
PEGS, which generates cross-section data for EGS4,
SPECT which calculates energy deposition from the data
generated during the running of the HETC code, a score
of data sets which deal with low energy neutron cross
sections, and gamma ray production data and cross
sections. These data sets, which are generated from
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ENDF evaluated data, are used with the MORSE code.
Particle event data were passed between the different
codes through history files.
The CALOR system is the father of many of the
other transport code systems around the world, including
HERMES [5] at Juelich, Germany; PHITS [6] in Japan,
LAHET [7] at LANL (which has been merged with
MCNP to MCNPX [8]), and GCALOR [9] at University
Mainz/Germany.
While in the last decades computational
capabilities have grown significantly in speed, memory,
storage and connectivity, the CALOR code system has
maintained its original structure and is as such no longer
well suited to make use of new and changed computing
resources. It is evident that one of the major bottlenecks
of the code is the need for passing information through
history files from sub-code to sub-code. Generating and
feeding huge history files from sub-code to sub-code has
found to be unpractical and tedious. It was decided that
for the code to grow, urgent upgrades are necessary which
include merging the different sub-codes to a master code
making use of the large memory capabilities of the
current computers.
Upgrade efforts were launched
several years ago but stopped short due to the loss of the
lead developer to health problems. These upgrade efforts
have been rejuvenated recently. The subsequent sections
report on the process and progress of the CALOR code on
the transformation from a package of independent subcodes to an integrated multi-particle transport code.

II. CALOR PHYSICS
The HETC code is the core component of the CALOR
package, combining high-energy neutral and charged
particle transport including charged particle energy loss,
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multiple coulomb scattering, charged pion decay in flight
and capture at rest, muon decay, and elastic and inelastic
nuclear interactions. The Bertini model is used for the
internuclear cascade for hadrons and pions up to energies
of 3.5 and 2.5 GeV, respectively, and is extended by a
scaling model to energies of up to 10-15 GeV. Above 1015 GeV, the nucleon-nucleus interactions are described by
a modified FLUKA87 [9] particle nucleus model, from an
early version of the FLUKA code. The fragments
resulting from the cascade process are handed over to the
DRESNER evaporation model, which includes a fission
model for actinides. Neutrons below 20 MeV energy are
passed to the MORSE code for further transport using
evaluated coupled multigroup neutron/gamma cross
sections. Gamma rays resulting from the high-energy
interactions and from neutron interactions are further
transported by the EGS4 code. Neither HETC nor EGS4
have timing schemes implemented; particles handed to
MORSE start with zero time, particles handed to EGS4
keep the time they had at transfer.
Figure 1 shows a flow diagram of a CALOR analysis in
the original code setup including a crude sketch of the
data flow. Material, geometry and scoring information
were input to five different codes in various formats.
Also MORSE and EGS4, the low-energy neutron and
electro-magnetic transport engines, respectively, were fed
through event files. While the MORSE and EGS4 based
scores were directly sampled in user supplied subroutines,
the HETC based scores were obtained by the postprocessing code SPECT (including user supplied coding),
which evaluated the HETC event file.
All score
contributions were finally merged to the final result.
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Fig. 1. Flow of an original CALOR transport analysis.

integrated version prepared by Peter Fu [10] was
recovered, which was developed on an IBM-RISC6000
workstation. Also other specialized versions of HETC
were identified that were used for early SNS design
calculations. Furthermore, a heavy ion transport capability
was developed and implemented into an experimental
version of HETC at the University of Knoxville.
It felt natural to pick Peter Fu’s version as the
start of the development and to continue his effort,
especially since it had implemented the CEM95 [11] code
as optional event generator for hadron and meson
reactions below 5 GeV particle energy. The code was
ported from IBM to the Linux PC platform and compiled
with the Portland Group Fortran compiler PGF77.
However, many undocumented code changes were
identified, especially in the FLUKA87 part, which caused
numerous instabilities, such that we finally decided to
replace this part by the cleaner version maintained at the
University of Tennessee. At that stage we restructured the
more than 300 subroutines of source codes into
subdirectories resembling functional units and built
compile scripts based on the GNU make utility. Also a
modern random number generator was implemented
based on Marsaglia & Tang [12] and replaced a compiler
provided intrinsic function. After we were confident in
running the sample problems provided by Peter Fu, the
code was entered into configuration control using CVS.
The integrated baseline code version had, besides simple
coding errors, several structural deficits severely limiting
its performance:
 The code was run in batch mode accumulating
secondary neutrons and photons in a secondary
bank. Neutrons were processed after the HETC
batch was complete requiring a large secondary
bank. The size of secondary bank was hardwired.
 The sizes of scoring arrays were hardwired.
Keeping scores on a per source particle basis
limited the size of problems that could be
processed.
 Scoring routines were problem specific.
 Material input was redundantly read for HETC,
MORSE and EGS4.
 Macroscopic neutron cross sections, electromagnetic cross sections, and light curves still
have to be processed before starting the CALOR
analysis.
Except for the external processing of cross sections
for EGS4 and MORSE, all deficits have been resolved to
date.

III. CHOICE OF BASELINE CODE
At the start of the effort, we had the choice of picking a
reference version as starting point. Besides a standard
CALOR version operated and maintained on a LINUX
platform at the University of Tennessee, a first cut
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IV. DEVELOPMENTS
After having established a baseline code, the first effort
was dedicated to integrating capabilities of other CALOR
versions into the code. The heavy-ion fragment generator
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HEDS [13] was integrated first. Besides implementing the
event generator, the effort needed an upgrade of the
HETC secondary particle bank, significant work in the
energy-deposition scoring routines, and in the light
conversion routines.
In the traditional scheme, saturation effect
corrected light curves for each possible secondary particle
were stored and utilized. This scheme is impractical
because with heavy ions as interaction particles, many
more types of secondaries can contribute to the light
production in a detector assembly. According to Birk’s
law, saturated light production rates depend on the energy
loss of charged particles, meaning that they are dependent
on the mass and charge number of the projectile. Fig. 2
shows light production for carbon isotopes on scintillator
material relative to C-12. Instead of storing light curves
for each isotope, we changed the scheme to store energydependent light production L(A,Z) for a stable isotope of
an element (Z,A) and the difference of light production

R( Z ) 

L( Z , A  1)
L( Z , A)

Fig. 2. Ratio of saturation light output of a carbon isotope
with respect to C-12 in plastic scintillator as obtained by
Birk’s law.

(1)

for an isotope with an atomic number increased by one. A
corrected light output is calculated for a particular isotope
applying corrections for a particular isotope with atomic
number A with different in atomic number A’:

L( Z , A' )  L( Z , A)  R ( Z ) ( A' A) .

(2)
Figs. 3 show light curves retrieved by our new algorithm.
These correction effects are much more pronounced for
light element ions as for carbon than for medium and
heavy mass ions. While small differences between the
original and correction algorithm exist, the correction
algorithm quite successfully duplicates the light
production with significantly reduced memory
requirements.
In this process, we also revised the treatment of
neutron-initiated recoil in scintillator material in the
energy range from 1-20 MeV. Originally, all neutron
energy loss due to scattering was attributed to interaction
with hydrogen. This seemed to overestimate the lowenergy neutron induced light production as comparisons
of light output with SCINFUL [14] calculations showed.
While no microscopic cross sections are available in
MORSE that would allow identifying the collision
partner, we decided to sample a collision partner from the
material composition assuming the microscopic cross
sections for all collision partners are equal.

V. PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
After resolving the outstanding deficits outlined in above
section III, we intend to generalize the scoring routines
and an interface easy accessible to user provided routines.
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Fig. 3. Ratio of saturation light output of a carbon isotope
with respect to C-12 in plastic scintillator as obtained by
Birk’s law involving the correction formalism.

Before packaging the revived code to a new release, the
user interface will obtain a brush-up possibly converting
to a keyword-based system more intuitive to the user.
Beyond a first release, ideas come up interfacing
the code into a dynamic data analysis system like ROOT
developed at CERN. On the geometry side, users would
like to see options of geometry packages like the
possibility of using MCNP type models, GEANT4 [15]
type geometry and even the possibility of importing CAD
type geometry.
We are also considering modernizing the physics offered
in CALOR by replacing EGS4 with EGS5 [16], and
CEM95 with CEM03[ 17] . Also the high-energy range
presently covered by FLUKA87 needs alternatives.
MICAP [18] as alternative for the MORSE code as lowenergy neutron engine may be revived since it operates on
continuous-energy cross section data libraries. Naturally
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for a Monte Carlo transport code, distributed computing
capabilities must be included in future versions to be able
to utilize today’s computing resources. More extended
particle-biasing schemes are desired, especially for
shielding applications, but a full analog transport mode
must be established and conserved for detector analysis
applications.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Efforts are underway to modernize the high-energy Monte
Carlo transport code CALOR, which has been a tool for
scientists for more than four decades. While the initial
efforts are focused on merging the six stand-alone codes
in the original CALOR analysis to a single executable, we
have laid the groundwork for future planed extensions of
the code. CALOR was formed as a code system for highenergy detector calorimetry and strives to continue to play
a role in this field, where other more general-purpose
particle transport codes show weaknesses.
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